XC Montague/ California 2014 – a first timers review
by Philip Kolb

There is already quite a number of threads here
on the RCGroups reporting from the 2014
Montague XC-race. Nevertheless, I want to take
the opportunity and share our impressions from
this amazing event.
We are safely back in Europe and still sharing
our thoughts and falling back into excited
discussions about flying XC at Montague. The
impressions we got flying Cross Country were
without any doubt massive!!! We are greatly
thankful to Dean Gradwell and the American
XC-scene for having us and supporting us
flying our very first event in RC-XC-Soaring.
I have always been intrigued by the format of
RC-XC-Soaring. Reading reports about exciting
distance flights and competitions I said to myself one day I want to do this.
Starting to compete in GPS-Triangle racing with scale gliders increased my interest in trying
out XC-Soaring. The basic competition strategies are very much alike in both classes with the
difference that in GPS-Triangle racing one is bound to the competition site.
As XC-Soaring is mostly an American thing (over here in Europe we are in lack of sites and
possibilities to fly in wide open low populated areas) it is almost impossible to fly a
competition anywhere else than in the US. During a discussion about GPS-Triangle flying
with Larry Jolly in late 2013 he revealed that Dean Gradwell and Rick Shelby are planning to
organize a combined event hosting both, a GPS-Triangle and a XC-competition. Larry was so
motivated to join and full of “old XC stories” which were exciting to listen to. It didn’t take
long to talk me into it - I was thrilled. Talking to my teammates from the Soarist Club of
Istanbul we got Reinhard Vallant hooked on the idea to join!
In the United States RC-Glider
pilots created a format to fly
tasks similar to what full size
competitions are all about.
Similar to Full size competition
a task is set at the beginning of
the day according to the
estimated weather conditions. It
leads the competitors around a
course defined by waypoints.
For example you cross the
startline, fly to waypoint A then
to B, to C, probably back to A
then back to the Start/Finish in
the shortest possible time. If no one actually completes the task, the travelled distance will
decide over the winner instead of the speed.
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A typical task for the conditions at Montague could be anything between 15 and 45 miles long
and you follow your model around the course using a chasecar! Therefore a crew of at least
two - better three - people is needed. It is good to have a driver who knows the course and in
best case is a model pilot as well, so he can inform about obstacles on course.
A tactician / spotter who is looking for thermals, reading the course on the GPS ground unit,
guiding the pilot along the course and around the turnpoints (similar to Triangle-Racing) and
giving thermal assistance. And of course: the pilot. The roles of these three can be switched
whenever wanted.
The only limitation to the models is a maximum take off weight of 5000gr. This limits the
planes in wing loading as they usually need to be quite big to be visible when flown in high
altitudes which is pretty common in this sport - and flying high gives you an advantage of
possibly using stronger thermals and minimizes the risk of landing out. The Glider Festival at
Montague was planned to be nine days of flying: 2 days of Aerotow, 3 days GPS and 4 days
XC.

We definitely wanted to attend the GPS-Triangle race as our new Glider was ready for its first
competitions. But we also wanted to use this occasion to finally attend a XC-competition.
From helping Greg Norsworthy with designing his XC-model, I had quite an idea what’s
important for such a design and quite an idea as well that it might be difficult for us to find (or
build) a model to compete with. Because of the lack of a designated XC-ship we took into
consideration to just fly with our F3J plane, the Prestige. The idea was quite exciting. The
Prestige flown at 5000gramms would offer a very high wingloading which most probably no
other XC-plane would. But could we be able to compensate the lack of visibility of the fairly
small model with this?
We decided to try this out as it was the solution with the lowest workload for us and our
schedule didn’t allow any other experiments anyway. So I sat down and moulded two new,
reinforced fuselages and centre panels while Reinhard took care about the onboard telemetry
GPS and Variometer-systems as well as about soldering high capacity LiIon batteries which
would grant us at least 5 hours of flight time. It took some time to rearrange the built in items
to finally fit them all into the fairly skinny fuselage. The reinforced planes weighted between
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2500gr. and 2600gr. empty. The feasible solution for ballast were ballast tubes behind the
main spar of the centre panel. This way we could easily fit 2500gr. of ballast without a shift in
CG.
We finished one plane well before the
event (the other one took its maiden
flight the day before the competition at
Montague) so that we had some time to
set it up and practice with it. It was quite
astonishing to see that with the loaded
plane the flightmechanics and the
handling of the aircraft are not really
changing. It almost seems easier to
handle the plane as it has significantly
more “own” energy. The cruise speed is
somewhere between 35 and 38mph with
that high wingloading which is quite
good compared to big and floaty XCdesigns. Only launching and landing are a little more challenging as one might expect. After
setting up a practice task on our local club field in Istanbul we also could familiarize
ourselves with the proper use of the XC-routine of the RC T3000 navigation system.
Practicing on a 5 miles round-course (we were standing in the middle of the field) helped us a
lot to learn how to use the systems possibilities.
The unknown portion nevertheless was very high. We never flew a model aircraft out of a
moving car and we had absolutely no clue about the terrain and the course in Northern
California. Anyway, we rented a chase car and were willing to learn as much as possible
about the “driving” department involved in XC-competition as well as about the course and
its probable “specialities”. We studied the maps and Reinhard installed the GPS-locations into
Goole earth to visualize the course the best way we could. Right about that time we heard
through Larry that Scott Meader was eager to team up with us! What a great opportunity and
what a generous offer! Of course we crewed up with Scott Meader, who has lots of experience
flying XC and was a huge help for us. He also had lots
of fun driving the red Mustang as I figured!
One day before the XC-competition (after the three
days of GPS-triangle flying) we took our Prestiges out
of their box and spent some time cruising around the
airfield. Flying the Prestige was fun after 3 days of
zooming along the skies with our AN-66. In the next
morning all teams met for the first pilots briefing in the
Hangar of Siskiyou County Airport.
Day

one,

Thursday

12th

June:

There is quite some time for an intensive pilots briefing
on a XC-competition. The thermal activity will start
around 10:30 and peak around 14:00 on a normal day at
Montague. So there is absolutely no rush in getting the
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competition started as the teams will wait to fly in good conditions anyway. The CD
explained all the turnponts of the course, the use of the winch, briefed about safe driving on
the country roads and other safety issues.
After that a task was set according to the estimated weather conditions for the day. For
Thursday a race over 22.2 miles was set. After crossing the startline we had to fly to turnpoint
2, then 9, then down south to 5, back again to 2 and over the finishline.
The start gate was open from 10am
to 5pm and every team was entitled
to do as many starts as wanted with
the fastest time being their actual
score. We were quite thrilled as the
day began and the winch was setup
to get all competitors airborne.
After checking the weight of all the
parts of our plane, we fitted the
ballast inside our wings to be just a
bit under the 5000gramms-limit.
The day was starting with very smooth and strong thermals and everyone was kind of waiting
in front of the startline for the first team to start. But no one really wanted to be first so this
went on for quite a while. John Ellias finally went off and we saw him marking a nice thermal
over the first turnpoint which was still in sight. From this point on it was getting difficult to
even get enough attitude for a good start and we were quite a bit afraid that John would be the
only one really getting off field. Reinhard worked hard to get the Prestige up to 1800ft and
close enough to the startline for a start to get off field. We crossed the statline fairly low at
1400 - 1500ft and ran for the thermal John marked. That was just about the right moment
before increasing winds made getting off field almost impossible. Lucky us.
We were working soft thermals on our way up to turnpoint 9 where Reinhard finally hit a real
boomer! An integrated climb rate of 3.8m/s! It took Reinhard 11 circles to get up from 1100ft
to 3000tf and from there on we flew about 11 miles downwind until we used the next thermal
circling. All the other stuff we took on the run flying "dolphinstyle". On the last turnpoint
(number 5) there was another good
thermal (very interesting that they
kind of waited for us on the
turnpoints!). The thermal was big,
not super strong but wide and we
could use it over almost another
mile onto the way to the finish.
After reaching a 12:1 glide to the
finish line we speeded up a little
and made it with 60ft left to
spare.....dicey but enough!
Everything was happening so fast
and with such an information
overflow, that it is really hard to
say that we "enjoyed it” or were
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“having fun”. These expressions can hardly describe what one experiences in XC-soaring. In
the first moments it is way more the excitement of doing something extraordinary with a
model glider which is the thrilling factor. The “fun of XC-soaring” is so hard to explain
because it offers such a limitless field of experiences over a wide variety of conditions on a
huge “airfield”. To move along this huge airfield in different conditions pushing the plane as
fast as possible always asks for decisions and a way to adopt ones tactics – that scale makes
XC-competitions incomparable to other soaring events and absolutely stunning!!!
On day one we finished the course within 49 minutes and an average of 28.60 mph and that
was GOOD. Good enough to win he day! What a start into this exciting format of XC-flying.
Second place and close behind us was John Ellias Team followed by Larry Jollys Team.
These were the only three teams to finish that day and interesting enough - they all were
flying ballasted F3J planes!
We need to give great credit to our Teammate Scott Meader. He was pushing us around the
course and contributed enormously with his vast knowledge in RC-XC-soaring. As I
mentioned, for us the information overflow was almost too much. I guess for any “first
timers” in Cross country it will be similar and every contribution to distribute workload
between the team members is not only warmly welcome but an initial key to success.
Although it was a really exhausting experience we were instantly hooked. Flying a cross
country task is without any doubt one of the most fulfilling soaring experiences we can have
flying RC-gliders.
The second competition day was a
real "booming day". It started with
7/8 Cumulus cloud cover which
slowly dissipated around 10:30.
More and more sunny spots on the
ground intensified the thermal
activity and the clear air helped
radiating and warming up the
ground enormously. The lift was
very good right from the start and
the cloud cover made visibility
much easier than the day before.
The course was set to be a 34.4mile
round course From the Start to
turnpoint 2, then up to turnpoint 9
like the day before. From there on
back to turnpoint 2 and rightbound to turnpoint 3. All the way down to turnpoint 6, back to 2
and to the finish line.
As we recognized from the day before that increasing winds around early afternoon can make
it difficult to get on the course if you are really late or even back to the finish line if you might
start a little too late, we decided to take the soft wide thermals right from the beginning and
head out. We just had one slow stop after the first turnpoint where we needed to bother with a
0.8m/s thermal which nevertheless took us up to 780m. From there on the flight was pretty
straight forward with lift between 1.7 m/s and 3.8m/s integrated. Twice we went high in a
boomer. The Prestige was getting small but still visible at 1030m AGL. As the weather was
getting more and more active after the first 20 minutes of the flight we recognized way more
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cyclic air-movement in this flight than on the day before. Strong sink and strong thermals
dictated to fly a more "classical XC strategy" with long fast inter-thermal glides and stops to
circle up in good lift. There was only a very short time (about 1 mile) where “dolphintechnique” worked out to be the flying style of choice. The good lift was fairly easy to read as
the clouds signalled it perfectly. The direct course was thereby definitely not the fastest, it
was better to read cloud streets or move under forming Cumulus.
We managed to get around the course in 1 hour and 21 minutes which gave us an average
speed of 25.2 mph for the 34.3m course. Pretty good! We finished low at 74mph and were the
first ones back on the field although quite a few teams started way before us! That was an
amazing feeling, waiting on the calm and empty field for more than half an hour until the next
finishing team was arriving. It was John Ellias who flew the course in 1h40min. All the other
teams finishing were not even close to our time which really made us happy! As John is a real
competitor and most probably the number one XC-soaring pilot in the US, so he set out on
course again to beat our time. He started high and fast and everyone on the field was anxious
waiting to see if he could manage to get around faster than 1:21h. He got probably the best air
on the first part of the course all over the day. The southern part was a little bit more tricky
but still very good. We saw him crossing the finish line after 1:15h!!!
Very good work - congratulations to
John for his efforts and excellent flying .
Again the high loaded F3J Models (John
is flying a modified 4m X2) were in the
top
positions
for
the
day!
As we were flying more than 50km in
this flight we earned 25k and 50k pins!
Way
to
go!
I guess a lot of RC soaring pilots in
Europe would be very astonished about
these kind of flights. Some would even
think it is impossible to fly more than
50km with a model glider in less than
one and a half hours. Montague is not
only proving that these kind of
achievements can be done but also
providing conditions and surroundings
to make these experiences outstanding.
This was my very first XC-flight (as
Reinhard was operating the sticks on the
first day) and it will be brandmarked
into my brain for the rest of my life!
Whatever I read, watched and heard about fullsize soaring I kind of experienced in this flight
and after I was maybe too excited to enjoy the flight on the first day I now was able to fully
enjoy the beauty of XC soaring. It is purely awesome!!!
On Saturday morning we didn't wake up to blue skies. It was the first time since we arrived at
Montague that the weather looked not totally bright. A large hazy cirrus covered pretty much
all of the Siskiyou area in which the cross country courses around Montague are set. So we
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were a little nervous about how this day would develop. Surprisingly “Ron the CD” chose the
same task as yesterday, a 34.4 mile task all around Montague. I though from the very
beginning that this would be a tough call, but was quite happy because we knew the course
from the day before - which is really helpful.
It was Reinhards turn again on the sticks and we started to prepare the Prestige right after the
pilots briefing in the morning and went out to the launch pad around 10:30. The lift seemed to
be very light and we could see planes from the other teams launching and landing frequently.
No one really seemed to be able to get high enough for a reasonable start. So Saturday started
out to be a kind of mind game. After a day like yesterday this can be really stressful. When
you are used to zoom along the skies and take very good thermals never really worrying about
staying up, you start to feel kind of sorry for yourself when you face conditions like on this
Saturday.
The radiation was significantly less due to the high cirrus, so the ground couldn't heat up that
fast like on the previous days. Although it made us a little nervous to wait for the right time to
launch, we insisted on being patient and tried to relax as good as possible. Scotty was working
the winchline retrieve car and we watched the skies for better conditions. After a while the
first teams had enough of this waiting situation and headed out on course. As it didn’t look
very promising we decided to wait. Team Windward with Larry, Steve and Bill did just the
same thing and were one of the last teams to launch. The Aspire-XC from Larry and our
Prestige shared their first thermals on the field trying to get some altitude for a good start.
It took quite a while to hook up a useful thermal to get high enough and in position to cross
the startline. We finally took the start at 650m and were tiptoeing out on course. Flying in
"best L/D" configuration stretched our first glide out, then it was just frustrating to only find
weak thermals, but fortunately no harsh sink either. Looking at some other teams on course
told us that everyone was quite struggling with the weak conditions. Although we all were out
on course at least one hour later than the days before things were not developing as good as
on the previous days.

We were hopping from thermal to thermal working the liftband between 280m and 600m
covering reasonable ground. Larry Jolly and his team was doing quite the same and we were
kind of pushing each other along. That is huge fun, because it really shows great similarities
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with man on man racing! The two legs from turnpoint 2 to turnpoint 9 were very slow and we
needed to be very cautious while moving forward.
Half an hour into the course the conditions finally got better and we were "dolphining" down
from turnpoint 2 to turnpoint 3 into the Montague valley. This is where we finally lost Larry
who seemed to work a little harder around turnpoint 2 to get up. We also overtook Greg,
whose chasecar stood on the shoulder of the road, but we couldn’t see his plane. The whole
way down from turnpoint 2 to 3 was a kind of downhill drive and whilst the air was not really
bad we decided to glide on and stretch our glide using these weak thermals without circling.
We made up good ground although bit by bit we were getting lower.
The flight (although we were flying the same course) was quite different from the day before.
Yesterday we really could fly along the clouds using them as they were building up as our
thermal detectors. Today with the high cirrus cover there were no low cumulus clouds to use.
We much more needed to “fly the terrain” looking out for terrain features which could
possibly trip thermals. Unfortunately we entered a different terrain after driving into the
valley. It is flat and green and stretches out over 6 miles from turnpoint 2 to 4. The air was
even flatter than the terrain and from time to time the WEATRONIC link vario announced 2m/s sink integrated while the tone was more like an agonising bass voice than a lively
soprano.
Pushing through it brought the ground and
the Prestige closer and closer together.
There was no suitable bailout in sight in
this area. Two small thermals didn’t really
materialize. The only way was pushing
on. Over to the other side of the valley.
The hills on the opposite side of Oberlin
road were the only landmarks looking
promising. The higher ground there could
trigger some thermals and is definitely
dryer than the wet meadows we were
flying over. We reached it without making
a single circle within 7.5miles and ending
up at 160m of altitude. Luckily the air
really was better here over the high
ground and Reinhard worked a low soft
thermal ever so slightly up again – our
first so called “low safe”! It took quite
some time to get some good climb but
being in our situation we needed to take
everything we got. Finally it materialzed
and Reinhard circled up to 350m again.
Meanwhile standing on the sides of the
road it happened that Larrys’ Team was
passing us again. They might have found a better solution to the "wet ground problem" then
we did and while climbing out from below we could see them in the distance catching some
nice air. We moved over and got up to 650m again! From there on we flew less "direct line"
than "terrain features". Lessons learned !
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The whole way down to the most southerly waypoint (turnpoint6) had hills to our right so we
veered out to stay over them which lead us to overtaking Larry again. We took the same range
of hills on our way back after rounding turnpoint 6 as they proved to be good thermal triggers.
It was clearly visible on the variometer screen as we needed to leave the hills heading out over
some green and wet ground again on our way home. Once again strong sink and this
agonising feeling that the only thing to do is stretching and pushing on. This time we just put
our heads out of the car a great deal earlier to watch for ground signs or circling birds. The
other side of the road offered much more irregular terrain so we took the detour and moved
over about 45 degrees right further away from the street. Almost down to 300m again we
found a boomer which was quite an “atomic thermal” given the conditions of this day! It took
us up more than 500m in less than 3 minutes at 3.3m/s integrated climb. In peaks the thermal
even offered 4.1m/s climb rate! This single boomer lifted us up to our final glide altitude. This
final glide was even very safe at a 10:1 glide ratio to the finish line!
We were really racing down the
road from there feeling the wind
blow around our ears. It is just
fantastic watching your plane
race on down the last leg of a
task, flying over your head and
driving the car according to the
speed of the plane. While the
plane is getting bigger and the
finish is coming closer you
understand that you will make it!
It looks almost a little like in a
computer simulation if there
wouldn’t be the sound of the car
and the noise and the shaking
from the road. Reinhard was
taking the last turnpoint at 85mph to do a fast turn into the short last leg to the finish line. We
finished at 90ft above the ground with a total time of 1h 38min!
That was breath taking! We posted the fastest time of the day with Larrys team coming in
second stopping the clock at 1h 53min and John Ellias in third with 2h. All three competing
"F3J-designs" took the podium that day! 4th to finish was Dean Gradwell with his orange white MXC. All others landed out. Even in the “weak” conditions the high loaded small
planes proved to be competitive – even to be capable of winning. I need to say that the
winning solution in these dicey days are less the planes than the navigational and thermal
assistant help of the modern GPS systems. All the four finishing teams on that day were using
them and knew how to use them. Not to deliver wrong impressions here, the most important
point is still flying the plane and reading the conditions. But using instruments like the T3000
can provide an advantage by knowing your course, saving thereby up to 20% of ground
covered and by exactly knowing your sink/climb rate which makes flying according to the
MacCready theory much easier. Another advantage is that you don’t lose precious time trying
to get high to fly the next part(s) of the course in a safe way because you might understand
that the thermals are spaced narrow enough and are strong enough to go fast in relatively low
altitude. Not wasting 5 or more minutes to climb high in a 2m/s thermal can buy you 3 or
more miles if you find the same 2m/s thermals in lower altitude on course.
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To get very high definitely can bear two advantages:
•
•

Flying in better air with bigger and stronger thermals.
Taking less risk of landing out.

As the thermal strength didn’t seem to increase significantly with altitude during the contest
days at Montague one could really be faster working the lift in the “low altitudes” between
400m and 800m. This might not always be the case, but with the use of the telemetry systems
we can figure these things out in a better way and thereby adjust strategies better and in a
quicker way.
In my opinion contest day number three was the most exciting one because it offered the
greatest varieties and thereby asked for quick adaption to these varying conditions. It was
definitely the day from which on we were really totally thrilled about this format of soaring –
RC-XC is magnificent!!!
A clear and sunny Sunday
morning granted that we will
have four solid contest days of
Cross country. The clouds of
the day before were gone and
the air was pretty crisp as we
moved over to the briefing at
Siskiyou Airport. We met for
a pilots meeting at 9 am in the
Hangar and the task for the
last contest day was set. As
most of the teams were about
to hit the road for their
journey back on Sunday
evening, a short task (speed
task) was set. Everyone
needed to bring their loggers
in latest at 2pm, so that the prize giving ceremony could be held at about 3 - 4pm.
The weather looked really good, the high cirrus from the day before was almost gone. A good
sign for earlier thermal development than on the day before which would even give us the
chance to fly in the “big air” of the day before we needed to bring in our loggers. After our
“strong day” the day before we were in a quite luxurious position of leading the competition
by almost 150 points. That also gave us a kind of surreal feeling as this was our very first XCcompetition. The atmosphere, the landscape, the incredible experiences from the last days and
the sheer beauty of Cross country soaring evolve a level of joy I scarcely had from any other
soaring adventure before. Nevertheless, the competitor in me starts to work tactics – it’s
funny, I just can’t resist as it is part of soaring competitions’ nature to me. Being in the lead
by about 150 points gave us a margin of around 15% over John for the last day. So every
speed he'll turn in should be matched by us going 15% slower in the worst case. A task which
should be manageable out of the last days’ experiences. But the real difficulty in being in the
lead in such a contest is moreover making no mistake. So we decided to go out on course
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early enough to have enough time left for a second try if something might go wrong or if we
needed to react to a fast time brought in by other competitors.
Launching started relatively early this day as it was
known to be over at latest 2 ‘o clock. The task itself
was a kind of “Ping-Pong-task” from Start to
turnpoint 2, up to turnpoint 9 at the school where
you needed to take a 180 degree turn and go back to
turnpoint 2, than to the finish. As all teams, heading
out from the start onto the course or coming home to
the finishline were using the same road, there was a
lot of airtraffic visible while flying. We never had so
many planes and thereby markers on the course
during the entire event as on the last task of the
contest. John was already on course when we passed the startline for our first try over the
relatively short course of only 14 miles.
A short course like this one is definitely easier to finish, but mistakes like taking too much
time for climbing in thermals or even climbing in weak thermals can almost not be made up
on the rest of the course. Unfortunately, the air was not good enough yet to avoid using weak
thermals. Two times we needed to stop for using 0.7m/s climb (which developed to the better)
to keep going.
It was not the first time at Montague that this particular course was set on a last day. As one
side of the road up to turnpoint 9 is seamed with hills and as the wind was slightly blowing
upon them, everyone tried to stay over the most probably thermal triggering hills. The teams
knew how to fly it in these kind of conditions and were eager to bring in good speeds or even
try to break the “Montague speed record” for this task. The course record from former years
was about 30mph as John told us. That meant any time close to 29min was close to this record
and should be considered a “good” result. Although we needed to bother with some weak
thermals we made it home and crossed the finishline after 24min which equalled 33.2mph!
Scott Meader was smiling all over and very happy about our flight.
As we landed we heard that John was
already out on course again trying to
better his first attempt which was 26min.
Larry was back before us celebrating a
fast 23min run. Everyone was quite
excited about these fast times but
looking towards the sky one could
recognize that the conditions were even
developing and Cu's were forming over
the nearby range of hills mapping out
the ways to go.
We decided to give it another try too. As
the nearby hills were showing huge
thermal activity the field itself was quite inactive and getting up to startaltitude was proving to
be the hardest part of this flight. In the meantime John finished his second flight with a solid
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24min. run too and was now setting out to his third attempt. This day had become a real speed
day! Slowly but steadily we were reaching a proper altitude to start from, we took our seats in
the Mustang convertible and headed the car out on course. I placed the Prestige well behind
the startline while Scott drove the car as far out on course as possible. This gave us a little
margin to play with. Starting the plane while the car already is on course provides two
advantages: The fast plane can catch up with the slower car on the one hand and it can enter
the course after a dive at high speed not wasting time accelerating on course and thereby
loosing time. After a dive and a high speed start with about 70mph the Prestige was even
catching up with the car a little before we needed to make the first turn. Scotty gave
everything to drive as fast as legally possible and the plane was just howling along the course.
It took about 2 minutes until we hit the first real good patch of air. I tried to circle as less as
possible, just slowing the plane down in the thermals and speeding back up in sink. Doing this
dolphin-style-technique is definitely the faster solution compared to the "classic cross country
style" with climbs circling and straight glides in between the thermals. But to be successful
doing so, the thermals should be large enough - and they were! We only made four (!!!)
circles in the whole flight and were close to the maximum possible speed on the road so that a
faster road course was rather needed than a faster plane.
We were howling down the last
mile to the finishline stopping the
clock at 17min and 42sec! Pure
ecstasy!!! John also was howling
in his last attempt and his clock
stopped somewhere around 18
min. Just from the plain flight
times a winner could not be
determined. The exact distance
flown (you can actually fly a
longer course when penetrating
through the turn cylinders for a
longer time and thereby increase
your average speed) needed to be
read out to determine the fastest
average speed of the day. With the
mileage we have flown we averaged for 44.5mph for this run, beating the old record by
almost 50%. John came in with a 25 sec. longer flight time but more mileage flown as he was
penetrating the turnpoints deeper which gave him an incredible 44.7mph course record and
the win of the day! Everyone on the field was kind of struggling to believe what they just
witnessed. This was crazy fast!!!Flying these heavy F3J ships really seems to be a kind of
revolution in XC-soaring. As long as visibility is not an issue the higher wingloading will
provide a much better L/D at high speeds and grant a wider range until the next thermal needs
to be found. We were quite a bit surprized about our performance having never flown Cross
country before. But teaming up with Scott Meader was a big keypoint here. With his vast
experience of XC and his knowledge of the courses at Montague we could work our tactics
and fly the plane while he was contributing the necessary info about the "unknown"
component. I never felt unfamiliar or funny, we had an awesome team and having the
opportunity to have fun and work with such a team was with no doubt a huge contribution to
our success at Montague. Thank you so much Scott!
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It was kind of unreal sitting there in the Hangar at the prize giving ceremony hearing our
names called for first place in the 2014 Montague XC-competition. For me just flying an
event like this made a dream come true, competing in four exciting days in remarkable
landscape with perfect weather made this dream even better, but harmonizing as a team in the
way we did and finally winning this event made the endorphins quite overflow. I will always
remember these days - they were definitely the best soaring experience in my life so far.
Saying this, I want to thank Dean Gradwell once more for making all this possible, organizing
and hosting such an incredible soaring-highlight. The spirit brought into this by Dean is
definitely unmatched! Thank you to all the voluntary helpers and to Ron the CD, to Rick
Shelby for all his advice, Larry Jolly for motivating us to come over, John Ellias for doing all
the work in the scoring office and of course for some real tough but fun competition and again
Scott Meader and Reinhard Vallant - you guys are awesome!
For all you folks out there, please try and consider RC-XC-Soaring as the finest RC-Soaring
competition and try to be part of it at least once in your life. Pilot or crew...or even
spectator...it is absolutely worth it!
I want to encourage all of you who were thinking about going to a XC event but still
hesitating. The people there are super friendly and helpful. As most of the events I know are
held in the US, you need to travel. But doing this as a part of a holiday is something like the
best win-win-situation ever. And as this years’ event in Montague showed: You can take an
old heavy F3J plane, fit a large battery in, some GPS-gadgets, lots of ballast and be
competitive!!!
Way to go XC-soaring!!!
Montague 2015 - Who will be part of it?

Report and Pictures: Philip Kolb
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First place for Team Prestige with:
Scott Meader – Reinhard Vallant – Philip Kolb

Second place for Team Screaming Eagles with:
John Ellias – Rick Shelby – Mister Grindle

Third place for Team Winward with:
Larry Jolly – Steve Henke – Bill Curry
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